Raise Awareness

Outcomes

- More involvement
- Let staff know we have a voice (to overcome feelings of being overlooked)
- Make a difference
- Get 50% of the Career Staff employees on each campus/center to become involved

1. Greet new employees each month (Chairs/Chair-Elects from each Campus/Center)
2. Expose the CSA with posters, email signature, more events
3. Ice Cream Social on each campus/center
4. CSA Day – wear CSA T-shirt
5. More work shops
6. CSA shirts: designed by Graphics AS students (contest with a $50 prize) by the 1st Quarter of 2011
7. Building representatives (share the power)
8. Have meetings at different times and locations (Voting tool on Outlook to determine the best for the majority)
9. CSA window on each campus/center, display information and pics
10. Department or office of the month selected on each campus/center
11. Each CSA leader should have CSA brochures in their office
12. Introduce CSA campus/leaders to deans/supervisor
13. Attend campus dean/provost/supervisor meetings
14. Grapevine Award teams on each campus/center
15. Increase Administrative support with regularly scheduled meetings with Provost
16. Increase presence on ATLAS (group/channel) and Bulletin (need a writer)
17. Socialize Events with drawings (Bookstore)